inlingua Salzburg
German Program

Year round mini-group courses, one-to-one training and seminars for general programs as well as business and specific purposes with varying intensity and duration.

Salzburg – Study German in a city which has brought forth renowned musical geniuses like W. A. Mozart, in a country that is famous for its authors, such as Stefan Zweig, Thomas Bernhard or Peter Handke.
Welcome to the unique City of Salzburg!

Learn German in one of the most beautiful cities in the world with one of the largest and most experienced language school organizations in the world. Discover the beauty of Salzburg and the beautiful countryside and use the time of your stay to study a foreign language or to improve your knowledge in a relaxed atmosphere.

Salzburg – Variety and Flair
• UNESCO World Cultural Heritage since 1997
• The town’s landmark – Salzburg Fortress
• Birthplace of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
• a jewel at the edge of town – Hellbrunn Castle with historic fountain park
• Salzburg Classic Music Festival – opera, drama & concerts on highest level
• Salzburg – the setting of a worldwide success – The Sound of Music
• one of top most beautiful Christmas markets
• At the gates of the city – one of the most beautiful natural landscapes of Central Europe, the Alps and numerous lakes
Welcome to inlingua Salzburg!

Our language school is centrally located – in the middle of Salzburg’s historic center.

We offer
• Group courses or individual training
• intensive daily courses or classes once or twice a week
• personal and individual service
• light and friendly atmosphere in our historic classrooms in the heart of Salzburg
• experienced and qualified teachers, teaching according to the inlingua method
• excellent inlingua teaching material
• free Wi-Fi access
• internationally accepted German certificate tests from TELC on all levels, from A1 to C2
(www.telc.net)

inlingua-direct-method
Our method ensures the rapid learning of a foreign language, without tiresome vocabulary drill: you speak only in the new language from the first lesson onwards. This is the best and most efficient way of learning a foreign language quickly and fluently.

For accommodation during your language studies we recommend:
Private accommodation at a local host family
Deepen your knowledge of German and enjoy Austrian culture and lifestyle.
At the homes of inlingua Salzburg’s host families you are a full member of the family.

In addition, Salzburg offers a wide variety of hotels of different categories. With early notice the team of inlingua Salzburg is happy to assist in selecting and booking your accommodation and the transfer service from / to Salzburg Main Train Station or Airport Salzburg or Munich.